Villa El Cid Costa Del Sol holiday villa rental in Marbella Details
PID : 33817
Price : 9140 USD
Bedrooms : 8
Sleeps : 16
Baths : 9
Country : Spain
Region : Costa del Sol
Town : Marbella

Description
Villa El Cid is an impressive holiday villa rental in Marbella designed to provide 16 guests with
luxury accommodation and amenities. It boasts stunning views over Los Flamingos Golf Course
and the Mediterranean sea, Gibraltar and the African coast. Every inch of Villa El Cid has been
designed to provide the ultimate in luxury while retaining the warmth
and relaxing atmosphere of the Costa del Sol. Located next door to
Villa El Cano. Directly adjacent to Los Flamingos Golf Course.A large and impressive house to
cater for a very special luxury holiday in Spain with own private putting green. Villa El Cid has both
Heated indoor and outdoor poos and Jacuzzi. Accommodation includes 8 air-conditioned
bedrooms, containing King, Twin or Double beds, Dressing table and chair, Egyptian cotton linen,
en-suite bathroom with double basin, bath, and shower. The magnificent professional kitchen and
BBQ area are designed to cater for large groups and parties of up to 200 guests as well as more
casual meals. For dining outside there is a Morrocan style gazebo and fabulous open air kitchen
with BBQ and hot plates and an extra 1500 square metres of lawn is available for larger
events.Villa El Cid is designed with amenities to ensure all its guests are pampered and delighted
with their accommodation.
These villas are unlike any other luxury villas in the world. Villa El Cid transforms a magnificent
private luxury estate into a place you will remember forever, combining the privacy of an opulent
villa with 5-star hotel, inspired amenities and services that surpass even the greatest hotel
experience you've ever had. Villa El Cid like it's sister next door is set up like a "private hotel" for
each booking; they are managed/supervised by Del Sol Villas all year round.
Our Luxury villa and Location.
Villa El Cid offers you the ultimate luxury holiday experience to savour, with 5 Star service, luxury
and attention to detail. Set in the beautiful Costa Del Sol you are close to all the attractions of
Marbella whilst experiencing the luxury and privacy of a private villa at the same time. Marbella is
the nearest town to the villa and is renownes as one of the most luxurious places in Europe. Also
nearby is a choice of golf courses and the most beautiful sandy beaches in Spain, rest assured
your time in our private villa will be an experience to cherish forever.
Things to do
Within the villas there is a wide range of things to do, with: private swimming pools, personal
trainer, massage therapies, tennis courts, a private putting green, large BBQ areas and your very
own private Jacuzzi area (Depending on Villa). In close proximity there are golf courses, golden
beaches extravagent shopping areas, bars, restuarants and clubs, so you can be sure there will be
plenty to do when staying Villa El Cid along with a relaxing break away from home.

Rental Conditions
Booking procedure:
•A booking fee of 2.000 € is required to secure the booking and the remainder of the rental fee to
be paid 6 weeks prior to the Booking.
•If this is a wedding or event, then a booking fee of 5.000 € is required to secure the booking and
the remainder of the rental fee to be paid 6 weeks prior to the Booking.
•A Damages Deposit of one third of the total rental figure which is requested to be sent together
with the remainder of the rental fee. This will be refunded after your return, normally within 7 – 10
days of your departure from the holiday, after taking into account any breakages or damages.
Special Notes
•Included in rate one linen/towel change + 3 hours housekeeping x 3 days per 7 night stay.
•Excluded electricity and any additional housekeeping required. (must be paid on departure)
•Saturday/Sunday arrival/departure required so not to spilt rental weeks. Also you will note some
dates have a minimum stay of 7 nights. (marked with an * in the price list above).
Weddings & Events
•Above rates apply to rentals hosting small gathering/celebration for up to 50 guests.
•Over 50 guests a standard rate throughout the year of €20,000.00 euro Gross will apply for 7
night stay.
•We recommend our clients to hire both properties Villa El Cid & Villa El Cano at the normal

weekly rates & thus have the freedom & luxury of both properties where they can accomodate
30-40 of their guests.

Property owner
Name : Villa El Cid
City : Marbella
State, province, or region : Costa del Sol
Country : Spain
Phone Number : 07949764456

Prices
Low season : 8950 USD
Normal : 9140 USD
High season : 12350 - 33000 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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